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A nodal mimetic method

Mimetic Finite Differences where born more than 20 years ago
as an extension of the Finite Difference Method to more general
grids, with a particular focus on preservation properties.

A more modern approach was introduced in [Brezzi, Lipnikov,
Shashkov, 2005], interpreting the method within a variational
framework. This leads to the more suitable name of Mimetic
Discretization Method.

The main aim of this talk is to show the flexibility of Mimetic
Discretizations by introducing a method with arbitrary (and
local) polynomial order on polygonal meshes.

Further flexibility will be shown in terms of arbitrary global Ck

regularity.



Mimetic discretizations

Mimetic discretizations can be interpreted as a
generalization of the finite element method.
The flexibility of the mimetic method reflects also in the
generality of the allowed meshes:



An arbitrary order mimetic method

We will focus on the bi-dimensional case for most of this
presentation.
Let m ∈ N, m > 0. We want to build a mimetic method of order
m for the primal diffusion problem

div(K∇u) = f in Ω,

u = g on Γ.

The starting point is to define the degrees of freedom. Roughly:

define uniquely polynomials of degree m on elements
guarantee conformity of the underlying space
allow for a consistency condition of order m
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Degrees of freedom for Vh

Take a general element of the mesh:

m=1 m=2 m=3

One degree of freedom for every vertex of the mesh. It
represents the point-wise value at the vertex.



Degrees of freedom for Vh

m=1 m=2 m=3

For each edge e of the mesh, we introduce νe
1 , ν

e
2 , .., ν

e
m−1

distinct internal nodes.
The point-wise values at such nodes are the edge degrees of
freedom.



Degrees of freedom for Vh

m=1 m=2 m=3

For each element of the mesh, we consider the moments
ME

0 ∈ R, ME
1 ∈ R2,..., ME

m−2 ∈ Rm−2 of order up to m − 2.
This is a total of additional m(m − 1)/2 degrees of freedom per
element.



Degrees of freedom for Vh

m=1 m=2 m=3

NOTE: on each edge, the degrees of freedom are sufficient to
uniquely define a polynomial of degree m.

It is thus convenient to assume that the reconstructed functions
in the “underlying Galerkin space” are polynomials of degree m
when restricted to the edges; such polynomials are directly
associated to the edge-vertex d.o.f.s.
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A discrete norm on Vh

We introduce a discrete H1 norm on the discrete space Vh.
For all vh ∈ Vh,

||vh||21,h =
∑

E∈Ωh

||vh||21,h,E

where the local seminorm

||vh||21,h,E = hE
∑

e∈∂E

∣∣∣∣∂vh|e
∂s

∣∣∣∣2
L2(e)

+
∣∣ME

0 (vh)−vE
∣∣2+

m−2∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣ME
j (vh)

∣∣∣∣2
2.

Above vh|e represents also the associated edge polynomial on
each edge e.

NOTE: the moments ME
j are scaled in an opportune way.



Construction of the discrete problem

We recall the variational fomulation of the continuous problem.

Search u ∈ V s. t.
∫

Ω
K∇u∇v =

∫

Ω
fv ∀v ∈ V ,

that we want to approximate with

Search uh ∈ Vh s. t. Ah(uh, vh) =< f , vh >h ∀vh ∈ Vh.

We thus need to build a discrete bilinear form Ah and a discrete
load term <,>h. Let

Ah(wh, vh) =
∑

E∈Ωh

AE (wh, vh) ∀wh, vh ∈ Vh.
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The local bilinear forms AE

The local bilinear forms need to satisfy a stability and a
consistency condition (in addition to symmetry).

The stability condition assures that the local forms AE

scale correctly with respect to the element size ;
are bounded and coercive (modulus the correct kernel).

Stability condition
It holds for all E ∈ Ωh, vh ∈ Vh

C?||vh||21,h,E ≤ AE (vh, vh) ≤ C?||vh||21,h,E ,

with C?, C? uniform constants.
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The local bilinear forms AE

Regarding the consistency condition, let vh ∈ Vh and pm be any
polynomial of degree m on the element E .

Let ṽh be any C0 ∩H1 function on E , such that its trace on each
edge e corresponds to vh|e, and each moment corresponds to
that of vh. Then
∫

E
K∇ṽh ∇pm = −

∫

E
ṽh div

(
K∇pm

)
+
∑

e∈∂E

∫

e
ṽh

(
K∇pm

)
· ne

E

for all polynomials pm.

Assuming K constant on the element, it holds

div
(
K∇pm

)
is a polynomial of degree m − 2 ;
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The local bilinear forms AE

We recall
∫

E
K∇ṽh ∇pm = −

∫

E
ṽh div

(
K∇pm

)
+
∑

e∈∂E

∫

e
ṽh

(
K∇pm

)
· ne

E

The two terms on the right hand side depend only on the
original vh, and are fully independent of the particular choice
taken for ṽh.

Therefore the chosed degrees of freedom (and associated
assumptions on Vh) are sufficient to determine the consistency
of the discrete bilinear form with respect to polynomials of
degree m.



The local bilinear forms AE

Therefore the identity
∫

E
K∇ṽh ∇pm = −

∫

E
ṽh div

(
K∇pm

)
+
∑

e∈∂E

∫

e
ṽh

(
K∇pm

)
· ne

E

∀ṽh ∈ V , ∀pm polynomial of degree m,

at the discrete level directly translates into

AE (vh, (pm)I) = −IE
(
pm, vh

)
+
∑

e∈∂E

Je
(
pm, vh

)

∀vh ∈ Vh, ∀pm polynomial of degree m.



The local bilinear forms AE

The general case with non piecewise constant K is treated with
the introduction of ad-hoc projections in the above definitions.

We finally get

Consistency condition

For all vh ∈ Vh|E and for all pm polynomial of degree m

AE (vh, (pm)I) = −IE
(
pm, vh

)
+
∑

e∈∂E

Je
(
pm, vh

)
.

NOTE: in practice the local bilinear forms AE are built as local
matrixes that respect the algebraic version of the consistency
(and stability) conditions. The global matrix for the problem is
then built by a standard assembly process.
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The discrete load term

We set
< f , vh >h=

∑

E∈Ωh

< f , vh >E .

We approximate on each element E the load f with a
piecewise polynomial fm−2 of degree m − 2;
we can then express the local load terms as functions of
fm−2 and the m − 2 first order moments of vh.

Therefore (for m > 1)

< f , vh >E = LE
(
fm−2,ME

0 (vh),ME
1 (vh), ...,ME

m−2(vh)
)
.

The case m = 1 is simply handled with a first order integration
rule based on the vertex values on the element.
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The discrete problem

We can finally write the discrete mimetic problem of order m

Search uh ∈ Vh s. t. Ah(uh, vh) =< f , vh >h ∀vh ∈ Vh.

Under certain shape-regularity assumptions on the mesh and
on the data K, f , the following holds.

Convergence theorem
It holds

||uh − uI ||1,h ≤ Chm||u||Hm+1 .

where uI is the natural interpolant of u into the space Vh.

Proof: see [BdV, Lipnikov, Manzini on SINUM 2011].
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The three dimensional case

The three dimensional case is analogous; the degrees of
freedom are

one point value per vertex
(m − 1) point values per edge
M f

0,M
f
1, ..,M

f
m−1 moments per face

ME
0 ,M

E
1 , ..,M

E
m−2 moments per element



Extension with variable polynomial degree

The method is immediately extended to the case with variable
polynomial degree:

for each E ∈ Ωh let mE be the associated polynomial
degree;
given any edge e = ∂E ∩ ∂E ′, we set me = max (mE ,mE ′):
the me define the degrees of freedom on edges e
the mE define the internal (element) degrees of freedom
and the consistency condition degree

NOTE: no "hanging node" issues among neighbour elements
arise!



Arbitrary global Ck regularity

With standard finite elements it is very complicated to build
spaces with global regularity higher than C0.
For instance, the well known Argyris triangular element
generates a finite element space that is globally C1, at the
expense of using 5th order polynomials and second order
derivatives at vertexes.
We will briefly show how higher Ck regularity is easily
achieved with (even low order) mimetic discretizations.
The theoretical convergence analysis extends also to this
case.



An example: global C1 regularity

k=1, p=2 k=1, p=3

C1 regularity: the trace of the gradient on edges is known (and
single valued).



An example: global C2 regularity

k=2, p=3 k=2, p=4

AND SO ON ...



Numerical tests (C0 case)

We consider two family of meshesM1 andM2

and two different diffusion tensors and solutions

CASE 1: K =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, u(x , y) =

(
x − e2(x−1)

)(
y2 − e3(y−1)

)

CASE 2: K =

(
(x + 1)2 + y2 −xy
−xy (x + 1)2

)
, u(x , y) = e−2πy sin(2πx)

The data are f ,g are in accordance with the solution.



Mesh familyM1 : ||uh − uI||1,h

CASE 1

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5
lev Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate
0 1.407 10−1 – 7.939 10−2 – 9.447 10−3 – 5.055 10−3 –
1 2.348 10−2 2.62 9.090 10−3 3.17 1.663 10−3 2.54 3.045 10−4 4.11
2 4.845 10−3 2.27 1.586 10−3 2.51 1.268 10−4 3.70 1.419 10−5 4.41
3 1.228 10−3 2.03 1.717 10−4 3.29 8.009 10−6 4.09 4.925 10−7 4.97
4 3.080 10−4 2.06 2.186 10−5 3.07 5.484 10−7 3.99 2.250 10−8 4.61

Table 5.3
Test Case 1: relative errors and convergence rates on mesh family M1 (randomized quadrilat-

erals) for different polynomial order m = 2, 3, 4, 5 and constant diffusion K�.

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5
lev Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate
0 1.529 10−1 −− 9.510 10−2 −− 8.590 10−3 −− 8.237 10−3 −−
1 2.577 10−2 2.60 1.043 10−2 3.23 1.496 10−3 2.55 5.240 10−4 4.03
2 5.218 10−3 2.29 1.590 10−3 2.70 9.476 10−5 3.96 2.507 10−5 4.37
3 1.192 10−3 2.19 1.885 10−4 3.16 6.620 10−6 3.94 8.663 10−7 4.98
4 2.991 10−4 2.06 2.413 10−5 3.06 4.199 10−7 4.11 2.850 10−8 5.09

Table 5.4
Test Case 1: relative errors and convergence rates on mesh family M1 (randomized quadrilat-

erals) for different polynomial order m = 2, 3, 4, 5 and non-constant diffusion K��.

(L4) It reproduces the “continuous” bilinear form:

�

Ω

∇ �R(vh)·∇ �R(uh) dV = Ah

�
uh, vh

�
∀uh, vh ∈ Vh.

(L5) It provides an accurate approximation of scalar functions on every poly-
gon P:

||v − �R(vI)||L2(P) + hP|v − �R(vI)|H1(P) ≤ Chσ
P|v|Hσ(P) ∀v ∈ Hσ(P),

where 2 ≤ σ ≤ m + 1, σ ∈ N.
Such a lifting operator makes it possible to achieve a reconstruction of the discrete
scalar field vh inside the cell P that reproduces exactly the mimetic H1 inner product
provided by Ah

�
·, ·

�
, and for this reason we refer to it as a reconstruction operator.

The existence of a reconstruction operator is not in general guaranteed for every
possible instance of the bilinear form Ah

�
·, ·

�
. This subject would deserve, even for

the lowest order method [?], a long discussion which is out of the scope of the present
paper. Nonetheless, if we assume that such a lifting operator exists the following
result, which is proven in [?] holds.

Theorem A.1. Let Ω be a convex domain and the loading f ∈ Hm−1(Ω). Let
u ∈ Hm+1(Ω) be the solution of the variational problem (2.4) under assumptions (H1)-
(H3) and uh be the solution of the mimetic problem (3.4) under assumptions (HG),
(M1)-(M5), (L1)-(L3) and (R1)-(R2). There exists a real positive constant C inde-
pendent of h such that:

||u − �R(uh)||2L2(Ω) ≤ Chm+νm |u|Hm+1(Ω).

where νm is an integer number such that ν2 = 0 and νm = 1 if m ≥ 3.

21
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Mesh familyM2 : ||uh − uI||1,h

CASE 1

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5
lev Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate
0 2.858 −− 1.007 −− 1.943 10−1 −− 2.282 10−2 −−
1 7.867 10−1 1.86 2.819 10−1 1.84 1.276 10−2 3.93 1.128 10−3 4.34
2 2.049 10−1 1.94 5.597 10−2 2.33 7.075 10−4 4.17 4.406 10−5 4.68
3 5.289 10−2 1.95 8.897 10−3 2.65 3.950 10−5 4.16 1.535 10−6 4.84
4 1.349 10−2 1.97 1.255 10−3 2.83 2.293 10−6 4.11 5.087 10−8 4.92

Table 5.5
Test Case 2: relative errors and convergence rates on mesh family M2 (non-convex cells) for

different polynomial order m = 2, 3, 4, 5 and constant diffusion tensor K�.

m = 2 m = 3 m = 4 m = 5
lev Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate Error Rate
0 3.007 −− 9.873 10−1 −− 2.059 10−1 −− 1.988 10−2 −−
1 8.081 10−1 1.89 2.760 10−1 1.84 1.367 10−2 3.92 1.016 10−3 4.29
2 2.071 10−1 1.96 5.621 10−2 2.29 7.562 10−4 4.18 3.924 10−5 4.69
3 5.303 10−2 1.97 9.083 10−3 2.63 4.210 10−5 4.17 1.351 10−6 4.86
4 1.348 10−2 1.98 1.292 10−3 2.81 2.441 10−6 4.11 4.472 10−8 4.92

Table 5.6
Test Case 2: relative errors and convergence rates on mesh family M2 (non-convex cells) for

different polynomial order m = 2, 3, 4, 5 and non-constant diffusion tensor K��.

Note that, in the case m = 2, there is loss of optimal convergence. As pointed
out in [?], the reason for this behavior lies in the approximation of the loading term.

Appendix B. Practical implementation of the stiffness matrix. The
construction of the stiffness matrix that corresponds to the bilinear form Ah,P

�
·, ·
�

extends the algebraic construction of the low-order case presented in [?] to the higher
order case in accordance with the more general framework of [?, Proposition 3.1]. A
similar construction was originally proposed in [?] for the mixed formulation of the
Poisson problem and for other mimetic schemes in [?, ?, ?], see also [?]. Given P ∈ Ωh,
we build an elemental stiffness matrix MP such that

Ah,P

�
wh,P, vh,P

�
= wT

h,P MP vh,P ∀wh,P, vh,P ∈ Vh,P.

The global stiffness matrix is obtained by a finite element-like assembly procedure.
To this purpose, we first construct two matrices NP and RP that satisfies an

algebraic form of the consistency condition (S2), i.e., they are such that MPNP = RP

and NT
P RP is a symmetric and nonnegative definite matrix. Let

�
p1 = 1, p2 =

(x − xP)

hP
, p3 =

(y − yP)

hP
, p4 =

(x − xP)2

h2
P

, . . . , pn =
(y − yP)m

hm
P

�

with n = (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 be a basis for the space m(P) of polynomials of degree
m on P. We define matrix NP in mVh,P

×n by

NP,ij = value of the ith degree of freedom of (pj)
I.

The columns of matrix RP, which belongs to mVh,P
×n, represents the right-hand

side of consistency condition (S2) applied to the polynomials
�
p1, p2, . . . , pn

�
. Let
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�
·, ·
�

extends the algebraic construction of the low-order case presented in [?] to the higher
order case in accordance with the more general framework of [?, Proposition 3.1]. A
similar construction was originally proposed in [?] for the mixed formulation of the
Poisson problem and for other mimetic schemes in [?, ?, ?], see also [?]. Given P ∈ Ωh,
we build an elemental stiffness matrix MP such that

Ah,P

�
wh,P, vh,P

�
= wT

h,P MP vh,P ∀wh,P, vh,P ∈ Vh,P.

The global stiffness matrix is obtained by a finite element-like assembly procedure.
To this purpose, we first construct two matrices NP and RP that satisfies an

algebraic form of the consistency condition (S2), i.e., they are such that MPNP = RP

and NT
P RP is a symmetric and nonnegative definite matrix. Let

�
p1 = 1, p2 =

(x − xP)

hP
, p3 =

(y − yP)

hP
, p4 =

(x − xP)2

h2
P

, . . . , pn =
(y − yP)m

hm
P

�

with n = (m + 1)(m + 2)/2 be a basis for the space m(P) of polynomials of degree
m on P. We define matrix NP in mVh,P

×n by

NP,ij = value of the ith degree of freedom of (pj)
I.

The columns of matrix RP, which belongs to mVh,P
×n, represents the right-hand

side of consistency condition (S2) applied to the polynomials
�
p1, p2, . . . , pn

�
. Let
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Conclusions

We presented a mimetic scheme of arbitrary order m for the
diffusion problem in primal form

Construction of the method

A theoretical convergence results of order m

Numerical tests

The method allows for general polygonal meshes with
variable polynomial degree, and for global Ck regularity


